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The Bears reached the playoffs for the first time in eight years and generated hope for the future. But their magical and 
resurgent season came to a heartbreaking end Sunday.
  Cody Parkey’s 43-yard field goal attempt hit the left upright and then the crossbar before tumbling back onto the field 
play with :05 remaining, enabling the Eagles to escape with a 16-15 victory in an NFC wild-card playoff game at Soldier 
Field. It appeared that the kick deflected off the fingertip of Eagles defensive tackle Treyvon Hester.
  It was an ending that no one would believe if it were written in a movie script, given that it was the sixth time this sea-
son that Parkey missed a kick by hitting an upright.
  It was a crushing way to finish a memorable season, one in which the Bears won their first NFC North title since 2010 
with a 12-4 record—and brought fun back to football in Chicago with a stifling defense, exciting new offense and a slew 
of trick plays.
  “It’s a difficult one to swallow,” said coach Matt Nagy. “I’m just proud of our guys for battling all year long. They 
battled their tails off again to the very end. It stings to lose. There’s inevitably only one team in the end that gets that 
trophy, so you’ve got to feel it. I want them to feel it I want our coaches to feel it. And they will do that.”
  Parkey’s missed kick came after the Eagles had taken a 16-15 lead on Nick Foles’ 2-yard touchdown pass to Golden 
Tate on fourth-and-goal with :56 left in the game. The Bears defense had stopped the Eagles on three plays from the 2 
before the go-ahead TD.
  After Tarik Cohen returned the ensuing 
kickoff 35 yards to his own 42, Mitchell 
Trubisky completed passes of 25 and 
eight yards to Allen Robinson II to put 
the Bears in position to win the game 
from the Eagles’ 25 with :10 to play.
  “We just battled all night long,” 
Trubisky said. “I’m proud of the way 
the guys stuck together, and it’s been a 
privilege just to be a part of this family 
and play with these guys. It just didn’t 
go our way at the end.”
  As Parkey lined up for the 43-yard 
attempt, the Eagles called a timeout to ice him. The ball was still snapped so he could get what amounted to a practice 
kick and Parkey split the uprights. Unfortunately for the Bears, he missed the one that counted.
  “You can’t make this up,” Parkey said. “I feel terrible. I let the team down. It’s on me. I have to own it. I have to be a 
man. Unfortunately, that’s the way it went today.
  “That’s one of the worse feelings in the world to let your team down, so I feel terrible. I’m going to continue to put 
things in perspective, continue to put my best foot forward and sleep at night knowing that I did everything in my 
power this week to make that kick. For whatever reason, it hit the crossbar and the upright.”
  In a seesaw game that featured three lead changes, the Bears trailed 3-0 after the first quarter, led 6-3 at halftime and 
were down 10-6 after three periods.
  The Chicago offense mustered only three field goals on its first eight possessions extending into the fourth quarter, 
settling for Parkey kicks of 36, 29 and 34 yards on three red-zone drives.
  The Bears finally produced their first and only touchdown of the game on Trubisky’s 22-yard pass to Robinson down 
the right sideline with 9:04 left in the fourth quarter. Taylor Gabriel was stopped short of the goal line on the subse-
quent two-point conversion attempt, but the Bears led 15-10.
  The six-play, 80-yard drive was highlighted by Trubisky passes of 34 yards to Joshua Bellamy and 19 yards to Gabriel 
on third-and-11 from the Chicago 19.
  The Bears defense had played well up until that point, permitting 10 points but also intercepting two Foles passes and 
forcing three three-and-outs.
  Foles, however, followed by engineering the game-winning 12-play, 60-yard drive by completing 6 of 10 passes for 59 
yards to five different receivers.
  “That’s the great thing about football; the games are roller coasters, the seasons are roller coasters,” said cornerback 
Prince Amukamara. “Throughout this game, the momentum changed so many times. There were a lot of big plays. 
Just how our season was going, it seemed like it was meant for us. It obviously wasn’t.”

CREDIT: Larry Mayer   BEARS SENIOR WRITER
https://www.chicagobears.com/news/game-recap-bears-come-up-short-in-wildcard-loss

Bears fall to Eagles in wild-card game



The Chicago Fire Soccer Club announced today that the Club has signed Head Coach Veljko Paunović to a multi-year 
contract extension. Paunović will enter his fourth season as head coach of the Chicago Fire in 2019. The contract is for 
two years with an option to extend for a third year.

“We believe the foundation we are setting and the standards we are demanding are the right ones in developing our 
championship program,” said Chicago Fire President and General Manager Nelson Rodríguez. “Continuity is a critical el-
ement in that process and retaining Pauno for the next few years as a leader in that effort was an important off-season 
objective.”

During his first three seasons with the Fire, Paunović produced a 31-46-25 regular season record. In 2017, he guided the 
Club to the third-best overall record (16-11-7) in MLS, securing the Men In Red’s first appearance in the MLS Cup Play-
offs since 2012. Paunović was also named head coach of the 2017 MLS All-Star Team, which featured four players from 
the Fire’s roster, in the side’s match against Real Madrid at Soldier Field.

“I feel excited about this project as I was the very first day three years ago when I became a part of the Chicago Fire 
Football family,” said Paunović. “I’m also very grateful for this new opportunity with the club and the values that I’m 
fully aligned and committed to representing in every city and field around the globe and US. I want to thank our fans for 
their passion, support and their devotion. My special thanks go for our ownership and GM Nelson Rodríguez who have 
been giving us the direction and all their support in good and bad times. It’s all about the conviction, trust, and unity. 
Get ready to lift the trophy this year.”

Paunović’s staff will also remain with the Club. This includes Assistant Coaches Marko Mitrović and Eric Gehrig, Goal-
keeper Coach Aleksandar Sarić, Strength and Conditioning Coach Petar Milčanović, Video Analyst Nenad Babić and 
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Senior Manager of Team and Soccer Operations Alex Boler.

Paunović joined the Fire on Nov. 24, 2015. Prior to signing with the Club, he spent four seasons (2012-2015) managing 
the Serbian Youth National Teams (U-18, U-19, U-20), garnering success at the international level. After guiding the 
Serbia U-19 side to a third place finish at the 2014 UEFA U-19 European Championship, Paunović led the U-20 side to a 
world title in the 2015 FIFA U-20 World Cup, defeating Brazil 2-1 to earn Serbia its first world championship at any level 
as an independent nation.

Paunović holds a UEFA PRO coaching license as well as a Sporting Director degree from the Royal Spanish Football Fed-
eration. He speaks six languages, including English, Spanish, Serbian, Macedonian, Russian and German. Paunović also 
spent nine months as a UEFA Champions League analyst for TVE in Spain.

As a player, Paunović enjoyed a successful 16-year career with 11 teams in Serbia, Spain, Germany, Russia and the 
United States. He compiled 76 goals in 358 appearances, earning two caps with the Serbia and Montenegro national 
team. Additionally, while playing in the Spanish first division, he won a La Liga title, a Copa del Trophy and a Spanish 
Super Cup.

CREDIT: CHICAGO FIRE SOCCER CLUB
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The Chicago Bulls were looking to end a three-game losing streak today when the Brooklyn Nets came to town. Sadly, 
the losing streak would get extended.
The Chicago Bulls played one of their best games of the season on Friday night in an overtime loss to the Indiana 
Pacers. Today, they would play an 
afternoon game against a respectable 
Brooklyn Nets squad.

Many Bulls fans were excited to see 
if the Bulls would pick up where they 
left off against Indiana or if they would 
revert back to their old ways. After a 
rough start to the game, it was pretty 
clear that they had reverted back to 
their old ways.
  
The Bulls came out slow in the first 
quarter which was frustrating but not 
surprising. It’s always tough for a bad 
team to come out and play a Sunday 
afternoon game with the same intensity 
that they played with only two nights 
ago.

Some credit should be given to the 
Bulls, though, for turning the game 
around in the second quarter. They 
found some life behind Zach LaVine and 
his sensational shot making ability. LaVine scored 16 points in the second quarter, helping the Bulls tie the game up at 
the half.

Sadly for the Bulls and their fans, the second half looked more like the first quarter. Zach LaVine would only score 8 
points in the second half and the Bulls would lose 117-100.

LaVine was definitely the best Bull today. He finished the game with 27 points on an efficient 11-of-17 shooting from the 
field and 2-of-2 from the 3-point line.
Bobby Portis also had a really nice game in his return to action. He scored 17 points on 6-of-11 shooting from the field 
and 3-of-4 shooting from 3-point land in 20 minutes of gameplay.

The Nets are a far better team than the Bulls so this outcome shouldn’t shock anyone. The bad news for the Bulls, 
though, is that they’re now looking ahead at an incredibly tough five-game road trip.

The Bulls are currently riding a four-game losing streak, but don’t be surprised if it gets extended to nine games by the 
time the Bulls return to the United Center.

CREDIT:  LUKE ASKEW
https://pippenainteasy.com/2019/01/06/chicago-bulls-poor-second-half-leads-blowout-home-loss/

Poor second half leads to blowout loss at home




